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Dean Announces
Summer Honors
Forty-six students were named to the summer quarter
dean’s list, according to Dean
Carroll, academic dean.
Patricia Ann Jones, Janice
Wilson Powell and Frances
Anne Straight achieved a 4.3
average.
Five students completed the
quarter with a 4.1 average.
They were Barbara Jean Bevilaqua, Sandra Faye Burke, Mary Burton Long, Sara Ann Mitchell and Geraldine Wu.
Other students listed are Michael Harold Barr, 3.8; Gerald Thomas Bowen, 4.0; Hazel
Carver, 3.8; Henry
Carroll
Chapman, 4.0; Mary Alice Corbin, 3.8; Dennis Cuyler Davis,
4.0; Jacqueline Gay Davis, 3.8;
Norma Ellen Fields, 3.8; Walter Blair Funderburk, 4.0; REGISTRATION . . . NEED WE SAY MORE?
1967 Registration figures total over 4300
Brenda Joyce Gaston, 4.0; Ellen Louise Gregory, 3.8; Harriet Griffin, 4.0; Patricia Elaine
Henderson, 3.8; Penny S. Hudson, 3.8; and Glenda Collins
Hughs, 3.8.
Also included are Linda Schenebeck Kennedy, 4.0; Sherry
Kaye Knight, 3.8; Julie Barrie
McDonald, 3.8; Marshal Dekle
Mize, 4.0; Dean M. Morris, 4.0;
James Larry Roberts, 3.8; Mary Paul Schweitzer, 3.8; Margaret Dianne Sieber, 3.8; SuBy LINDA LANE
The NPC may not be set up
zanne Beasley Sikes, 4.0; JuStaff Writer
until the second national sorodith Slater, 4.0; Suzan Frances Smith, 4.0; Cheryl Lee Ste- The Greek Council which was rity is established; until this is
venson, 4.0; William James Tay formed last spring, with the done, an inter-sorority council
lor, 4.0; and Suzanne Thomas. objective of establishing nat- will be working towards affilTimothy Clayton Thomas, 3.8; ional sororities and fraternit- iation with national sororities.
The Greek Council began th
Pamela Lee Thompson, 3.8; ies, has plans for dividing into
Ann Holloway Townsend, 3.8; the National Panhellenic (NPC) action summer quarter when itJudy Jewel Vickery, 4.0; Char- and Interfraternity Conferences contacted the NPC and IFC,
lene Warren, 3.8; Ronald Louis (IFC).
who sent bulletins to national
Watts, 3.8; Carol Faye Will- A Committee has been set up members announcing the beginiams, 4.0; Michaelyn Denise to write a constitution for es- ning of social fraternities on
Williams, 4.0; and Frank Ar- tablishment of an IFC accord- the GSC campus.
lington Youngblood, 4.0, also re- ing to regulated guidelines of Fraternities are allowed
to
the National Conference.
deal directly with those who
ceived the honor.
show an interest in establishing a chapter, but the sororities deal through an area adviser who serves as a liaison
person between the National
Panhellenic Conference and the
College Panhellenic.
The Greek Council will operate until the IFC and NPC
are firmly established. They
have set up suggested guidebers which will go into effect
winter quarter.

GSC Greek Council
Tb Divide; IFC, NPC
Will be Initiated
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PO Notice
THE SHOWMEN TO APPEAR HERE SEPT. 30

Delta Sigma Pi fraternity will sponsor a dance Sept. 30 from 8
p.m. until midnight in the Hanner Gym. Music will be provided
by the “Martiniques” and “The Showmen”. Tickets are $2.00 in
advance and $2.50 at the door. “The Showmen” are best known
for their recording of “39-21-46.”

Effective beginning September 29, all letters improperly
addressed to college students
will be placed in a dead-letter
box or will be returned to the
sender. Postal officials urge
students to notify all correspondents of correct college address, especially the box number.

Number 2

Present Enrollment
Surpasses 4,300
Enrollment as of September
23 has reached a total of 4,368, according to Lloyd Joyner,
registrar.
In the freshman class there
are 622 men and 866 women;
in the sophomore class, 414 men
and 485 women; in the junior
class, 491 men and 452 women; and in the senior class, 427
men and 370 women.
There are also 198 graduate
students and 43 others, bringing the total figure up to 4,368.
Joyner emphasized, however,
that students may still be enrolled until Wednesday, September 27, and that these figures
are not representative of the
final total.
This years enrollment is an
8 percent increase in last fall
quarter’s enrollment of 4,068.
There are approximately 200
more women enrolled than
men. At this time last year
there were about 187 more women than men enrolled here.

“This fact,” said Joyner, “is
very probably caused by the
present draft system.”
There was speculation last
year that since the University
of Georgia had limited its enrollment to 16,000, other colleges in the state would notice
a drastic increase in enrollment. However the University
did not uphold this policy.
According to Joyner, there
are only about 50 students at
the college who would have
come to the university had they
not announced the enrollment
limitations.

Flu Shots

Flu shots are now being
given in the health cottage,, Monday - Thursday
from 9:00-5:00. Shots are
without cost to the faculty
and student body. They
will be given until October
27.

Pound Reveals
Average Figures
Approximately 2150 persons
are eating in the college cafeteria out of an enrollment of
4300, according to C. R. Pound,
director of the Williams Center.
“We are continuing to serve
from 1,000 to 1,200 students
per hour. One person is served
every 3.6 seconds. We will adjust our schedule as is necessary to the students needs, but
at this time, there is no indication that such a change is
needed,” said Pound.

“I feel sure that we will be
in the new student center and
cafeteria by winter quarter,”
said Pound. “This will greatly reduce the long waiting and
crowded conditions in the cafeteria.”
The “place in line” number
system is again being used this
quarter. This system makes it
impossible for someone to joir
the line at any place but the
end and allows the line to
move faster.

Book Deposit Adds
To Library Service

An additional service has
been added to the Rosenwald
Library in the form of an Auto-Page Book Deposit, according
to Hassie McElveen, librarian.
Students may return books
to the library when it is closed by placing them in this
locked book deposit. The books
will then be removed by library personnel and checked
in in the usual manner.
There are two stipulations for
use of the deposit. Students
may not place books in the deposit while the library is open
and overdue books are not to
be placed in the book deposit
but must be returned to the
receiving desk.
The Auto-Page Book Deposit
has been placed at the library for the convenience of students wishing to return books
A'hile the library is closed.
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BOOK RETURN
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BOOK DEPOSIT
ADDS CONVENIENCE

An Auto-Page Book Deposit has
been placed at the front of the
Rosenwald Library for students’
use in returning books.
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Class Elections

Yoshiyuki Yabe Is Appointed
First Rotary Fellow to College
Yoshiyuki Yabe, first Rotary sume his duties as a
International Foundation Fellow school English teacher.
ever appointed to the college
entered graduate school this
quarter from Kanagaw, Japan, to strengthen his knowledge of the English language.

high

Faculty Attends
Biology Meeting

Yabe’s appointment as an R.
I. Fellow was made available
by the eleven man Board of
Trustees of Rotary International. Dr. Jack 'N. Averitt, chairman of the social science division, serves on this committee.
Rotary International established and supports the Foundation to encourage international cultural, social and academic exchange. It allots millions of dollars per year to
the program. One section of the
exchange comes through the appointment of the 120 students
given full scholarships for studies in other lands.
1

Yabe will be at the college for
one academic year. His work
will be done in the field of English and on the graduate level.
In August, 1968, he will return,
to his homeland of Japan to re-

Three faculty members representing
the
division of
Science and Mathematics recently attended the 18th annual
meeting of the American Institutes of Biological Sciences held
at Texas A & M University,
College Station, Texas.
Drs. Krishna Mehra, Donald
A. Olewine, and Marvin Whitehead were the members.
Dr. Olewine and one of his
former graduates, Stuart Rudikoff, of Savannah, presented
a paper during the professional
meetings at College Station.
Each of the men attended
their special academic area
while there. Rudikoff will enter the University of Miami
this fall for graduate study on
the doctorate level.

Robson’s Home
Bakery
7kenea

*
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4-3516

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!

Students will meet next
week to make nominations
for class officers. Freshmen will meet Monday,
Oct. 2, at 7:30 p.m. in
McCroan Auditorium. Sophomore^ will meet at the
same time Tuesday, Oct.
3. Juniors will meet Wednesday, Oct. 4. Seniors
will meet Thursday, Oct.
5.
Following nominations,
each candidate will have
an opportunity to speak.
Students will vote class
officers, Thursday, Oct. 12
in the dormitories for oncampus students and in
the Williams Center for
off-campus students.

Students Teach
Tufts Freshmen
MEDFORD, MASS. (IP) —
Freshmen at Tufts University
will have a choice this year between seminar courses taught
by the students and seminar
courses taught by faculty members.
The students maintain that1
freshmen learn more when the
class leader is “asking with
them not telling to them.” The
faculty stresses the hope “that
the opportunity for social contact in an intellectual contex
between faculty member and
freshmen will give freshmen an
insight into the lively practice
of intellectual endeavor and discovery.”

Wreward

New Buildings
Reflect Growth
By MURPHY SCONYERS
Staff Writer
The Foy Fine Arts Building,
a beautiful addition to the campus, will bring together two
facets of the fine arts—art and
music. The building contains
facilities including an art gallery, a recital hall, practice
rooms, class rooms, library facilities, a band room, studios
for painting and sculpture, offices for professors, faculty and
student lounges, and laboratories for print-making and ceramics.
Since the fine arts building
had a formal dedication last
year, an inaugural program
will be held this year to open
the building to the public. This
program will be Saturday, November 4, which will be by invitation only and Sunday, November 5, which will be open
to the public.
The building, itself, is completed, but there are still many
small jobs to be done. The biggest job will be the moving of
all the new equipment into the
building. This will take from
one to two years to complete.

bing, and wiring goes well and
works properly.
The new temporary classroom building has no name as
yet. There are no immediate
plans for the dedication until
after Christmas. The building
has six classrooms and office
space for 25 faculty members,
bers.

Science Institute
Brings Educators
Twenty-three coastal empire
teachers and school administrators have begun a nine month
course of study at the college
in the field of physical and
earth sciences. The institutes
director is Dr. H. S. Hanson,
assistant professor of geology.
The institute is a continuation of an in-service program
being offered on a three-year
plan. Finances for the year long
program are being subsidized by
the National Science Foundation in the amount of $8,000.

The participants receive perdiem for travel and books.
The new dining hall will be Most of the students teach in
welcomed by everyone and will the respective fields on the high
help ease the pressure on the school level.
overcrowded Williams’ Center.
Hanson
will
be assisted
The building contains a dining
hall, book store and a post throughout the year by four
office. The post office will be other members of his Division.
a delivery post office only.
Attending the seminar from
The dining hall will be open ' the coastal empire section of
as soon as the kitchen equip- Georgia are: from Chatham
ment is installed. Following County: Roy L. Allen, Janette
this, the electrical wiring and Caroll, Carl Ditrick, Charles
plumbing must be installed and Hall Jr., Harry Hicks Jr., Bilchecked. Hopefully, the open- ly Joiner, Dewey Lee, William
ing date will be the beginning Thaggard; from Bulloch Counof winter quarter. The dining ty: Embree Anderson, Jimmy
hall could open earlier if the Chesnut, Myrna Johnson, Eliinstallation of equipment, plum- zabeth Jordan.

TKE Colony
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Is Established.
Officers Elected
Tau Kappa Epsilon, international social fraternity, has formed a colony which has been
officially chartered and recognized at the college, according
to Hal Lankford, colony secretary.
The colony was recognized by
Tau Kappa Epsilon international headquarters July 20.
Chartering of the colony came
as the result of work by 18 independent men after the admission of social fraternities at
the college last M'ay.
The first slate of officers are:
Ira Morris, president; Steve
Fortune, vice-president; Hal
Lankford, secretary; Terrell
Reddick,
treasurer;
Ronnie
Pelk, historian; Bob Gilstrap,
chaplain; James Crump, sergeant-at-arms; and Richard Silvey, pledge trainer. Faculty adPHI MU ALPHA SWEETHEART
visor for the colony is Dr. Carl
This lovely girl is Nancy Carter, a junior physical education maA. Ross.
jor from Alma, Georgia. She says she is “the outdoor type” listing
her hobbies as swimming and “oh, a", sports.” Nancy has a
unique yen for cold weather. “I’d like to go to Switzerland where
it’s cold. I love cold weather.” Upon graduation, she plans to
teach physical education.
Dr. Douglas Leavitt, professor of health and physical education and recreation, has been
appointed acting chairman of
the division of health, physical
education and recreation for
the 1967-68 academic year.
Mr. J I. Clements has been
appointed acting director of
athletics and Frank Radovich
discussed include: lack of intBy CURRY READ
will be acting basketball coach.
erest on the part of the studStaff Writer
Leavitt will be handling the
ent and professor in preparaThe United Campus Minist- tion for class, different standchairman’s duties while J. B.
Scearce Jr., official division ries on campus will hold its ards of grading by individual
head, is studying to complete organizational meeting Oct. 4 professors, and the responsibilia doctorate at New Mexico Un- at 7:00 p.m. in room 114 of the ty of the professor in the realm
iversity this year.
Williams Center.
.of academic freedom.
A graduate of Indiana Unime program will consist of | Plans will also be made for
versity in undergraduate and a faculty-student forum; the to- a project at the nursing home.
graduate work, Leavitt came to pic will be the responsibility The visit is scheduled for Oct. 2
this college five years ago to of the professor to the stud- at 3:30 p.m. All interested stucontinue building the program ent.
dents are encouraged to atof recreation.
Some of the problems to be tend.

Leavitt Acts
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Freshman Councils
Elect New Officers
House Council officers for all
DEAL HALL
freshmen residence halls have
President, Marilyn Harris;
been elected to serve for the Vice president, Emily Harrell;
remainder of the school year. Secretary, Judy Stevens, TreasuCONE HALL
rer, Vickey Gross; the remain( President, David Price; Vice ing officers to be appointed
(president, Sam Nisbett; Secre- at a later date.
tary, Don Canney; Treasurer,
Eddie Nix; Social Chairman,
LEWIS HALL
Wayne Sanders; Fire Marshall,
President, Linda Parker; Vice
Alan Milton, and Intramural president, Barbie Cronk; SecChairman, Sam Nisbett.
retary, Jan Smith; Treasurer,
SANFORD HALL
Marie Driggers; Safety ChairPresident, Jerry Johnson; man, Pam Irvin; and Social
Vice-president, Pete Brannen; Chairman, Wanda Whitaker.
Treasurer, Jim Wilson; Secretary, Autrey Moore; Safety and
VEAZY HALL
Social Chairman, Don Byron.
President, Marion Breedlove;
ANDERSON HALL
Vice-president, Pat Canady; SePresident, Susan Brown; Vice cretary, Johnny Williams; Treapresident, Karen Lowe; Secre- surer Allison Griffeth; Safety
tary, Cherry Seckinger; Treas- Chairman, Marilyn Loyd; and
urer, Vicky Ray; Safety Chair- Social Chairman, Janet Broom.
man, Elaine Wohlgemuth, and
Upper class house council ofSocial Chairman, Nancy Wal- ficers are to be elected at a
drop.
future date.

As Chairman

Campus Ministries
Slates Discussion

Jansen

ft?e<*
Join The Crowd

[1] A cockfight?
A moth?
A moth-eaten
cockfight?

[2] Giraffes in high foliage?
Scooters in a head-on
collision?
TOT Staplers?
(TOT Staplers!? What in...)

This is a

Swingline
Tot Stapler

For Popular Brands

of Statesboro

Test yourself...
What do you see in the ink blots?

S*

&

Shoe Store

Swingline

<*r

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.69
Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.

; INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101
{SuisiuiaApB o}ui o3 ppioqs
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Editorials

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

NOT AS BAD AS IT COULD BE

By LARRY DUNCAN
President, Student Congress

National Educational Advertising Services

Although students ask many
questions about problems on
campus, very few are answered. This year Student Congress
plans to investigate each subject under question and present the results in the “GeorgeAnne.” A few of the topics under discussion this year are as
follows:
Campus Security: Last Spring
it was decided that all campus
policemen were to be sent to
a school for special training.
The State Patrol was to be asked to make a survey of traffic
problems on campus, especially the intersection at Georgia
Avenue and Chandler Road.
Students pay a $5.00 registration fee and numerous fines during the year. How is this money appropriated?
Cut System: A unified cut system should be completed this
quarter. Operation of this system will be studied.
Old Gym: What progress has
been made to convert the Alumni Gym into a recreational
facility?
Book Board: Student Congress is investigating the possibility of fixing the old bulletin board so students may use
it to buy, sell, or trade books
in order to cut down expenditures for such items.
Student Center: The Frank I.
Williams Center once had pool
tables downstairs. Why can’t
this be continued and what will
be in the new Center for recreation?
Housing: A small but important subject to many students
is whether or not their future
roommate smokes. This question, we feel, should be included on the housing application.
Activity Fee: Student Congress feels that there should be
some student representation for
the allotment of this budget
since they are the ones who
pay it.
Admission: It was discussed
last year that House Mothers should be allowed in athletic and social activities free
of charge.
Faculty: Notices are being
sent out each quarter about
activities that will be held during the week. We hope they will
use this in scheduling tests or
papers.
Evaluation : Towards the end
of each quarter we hope to
evaluate the professors at Southern. It will be done by juniors and seniors. Since a full
explanation is required for
this topic, it will be taken up
later this quarter.
This is just a brief look at
this year’s program.
There are many other subjects such as non - approved
housing for men, discounts
from Statesboro businesses, and
recreational facilities that will
be brought up in the near future. ■ Student Congress needs
the cooperation of every student in order to make this
year our best.

READER'S DIGEST SALES & SERVICES. INC.
360 Lexington Ave., New York, N.V. 10017
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NOTHING TO DO?

FROSH TALENT NIGHT, 1967

Persons who did not attend the Freshman Talent Night, 1967, missed one of the finest displays
of enthusiasm seen on campus in a long time. Acts
featured in the show varied from vocal and piano
solos, ballet and toe dances, pantomines and folk
singing, to skits. Participants varied from groups representing an entire dormitory to one person. Humor and originality sparked the acts by contestants
who devised their own skits and songs.
Much credit for jobs well done goes to all those
who worked to, make the talent show possible and
enjoyable. Compliments go to the winners and to
all participants.
The freshman of 1967 may not have Rat Day
as a means of displaying their spirit, talent, and
good sportsmanship, but they possess all of these
traits. They proved it by their participation in the
Freshman Talent Night.

to Investigate
GSC Problems

Registration has long been a major headache
confronting students at the onset of each quarter.
A degree of confusion always exists and disappointment results when one fails to get all the classes
he had anticipated.
It is the duty of the faculty and administrators
to see that all runs smoothly during this trying
time. As was evident at the last registration, great
pains were taken to see that possible pitfalls and
obstacles of confusion were alleviated from the registration procedures.
All persons concerned with this phase of college enrollment deserve to be congratulated on the
excellent way in which registration was conducted.
Not only must congratulations be extended but a
vote of thanks is akso in order for making fall registration 1967 as effortless and uncomplicated as
possible.

It has been said by some irate students that
the main thing wrong with this college is a lack of
“good” entertainment. This statement is usually
made by ill-informed students who are unaware of
the excellent programs provided through the Campus Life Enrichment Series and the free movies.
In recent years past, this college has been the
scene of some of the best entertainment available.
“Luv,” Espinosa, the Zurich Chamber Orchestra
and the Folk Ballet were some of the most memorable.
Free movies also provide a source of good entertainment. Winners of Academy Awards and film
festival honors have been shown to students of this
college.
But the sad part of all this glorious entertainment is that fact that it is viewed by a small minority of students. There is a lack of interest on the
part of the students at this college concerning the
efforts of the Campus Life Enrichment Series and
the free movies. A vast amount of work has gone
into the planning and scheduling of these events,
many of whi.ch are attended by a disappointingly
small number of people.
When there is a lack of support for the entertainment brought to the campus, the word undoubtedly gets around. Naturally, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain entertaining artists when
they are aware that their concert will draw small
attendance.
The Campus Life Enrichment Series and the
free movies need support in order to become an effective tool in providing the college with good entertainment. With the support of all students, these
programs will grow increasingly effective; with the
support of a few, they will give those irate students
just cause for camplaint.

Student Congress

L.UCKN TO EVEN 6ETYOX1 AN OFFICE. "

Rat Day, Activities
Should be Revived
By ELAINE THOMAS
Editor
As far as freshmen are con;erned, the week of orientation
vas as packed with activities
is could be. But to upperclassnen, these first days of school
vere sharply lacking in events
vhich have previously highighted
fall
quarter. Upperclassmen recall
the days when
1 they were afraid
| to leave their
dorms without
rat hats. And
they recall the
one day, Rat
Day, when they
were subjected
to all sorts of
tricks and comThomas
mands dreamed
up by devious
pperclassmen.
For many years, Rat hats
hppn kcnt ns mpmoirs of

THE

the first few days of college
life. Rat Day has been remembered as the day when many
new students made friendships
which spanned years. Parents
have shuddered when reading
letters describing the eggs,
flour, syrup which were poured
onto the heads of Rats. And
few wanted to believe that scared freshmen actually had the
audacity to chase and catch
upperclassmen, making the older ones get as messy and smelly as the Rats.
Rat Day has been a tradition
of good sportsmanship and fun.
It has been an opportunity to
really “let one’s hair down”
after a rigorous week of orientation.
Many persons are saddened
that there have been few Rat
Activities this year. Rat Day
is a tradition which should not
be abandoned; it is a tradition which should be improved
and maintained.
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Solidarity Characterizes
Unique GSC Community
From The Bulloch Herald

Home Economics
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Its graduate level programming gives evidence to the highly developed existence of this
division. Leadership studies,
Guidance, and Exceptional Education represent three of the
graduate areas founded within
the two master’s degrees offered by this division. There are
fourteen total areas.
Each year, superintendents
and principals correspond and
visit Georgia Southern, seeking
out the candidates for the education degree in hopes that they
might employ them.

By RIC MANDES
The Home Economics DivisGeorgia Southern College, third ion continues to produce the
ranking residential unit of the home economist, the high school
University System, offers the teacher, the home demonstrafreshman and transfer student tion agent, and many other proa well designed program of ac- fessionals filling high places in
ademic, social and cultural ex- corporations and industry. In
change. Each student, as he be- this area, a student may gradcomes part of the Georgia Sou- uate with the B.S. in Home Ecthern community, continued to onomics or the B.S. in Home
build the college’s personality Economics Education, and will
and purpose.
study in the primary areas of
“THEY ALSO SERVE WHO ONLY STAND
From him and with him the food and nutrition, home manAND WAIT”
college grows, and of course this agement, family relations and
The perfect way to meet fellow students - in the lunchline.
is complemented by the nature child development.
of the college purpose: that
Industrial Technology has alCampus Life
through, by and with the insti- ways developed a wide space
tution he too grows.
area on campus for theoretical
Georgia Southern College is and practical learning. IndusThe cultural and social actinot unique in its academic, so- try becomes alive; its ways and vities complement vitally the
cial or cultural presentations.
wide scope of GSC academic of*
mvuuO)
oiuooivjii CU
lauglll
means, its rprofession
arev taught
But solid. Giving to the stud-1 each year and highlighted with ferings. In the cultural series
ept the atmosphere in which he visiting lecturers and field trips. of the past five years, outstandmay choose his way amongst The division, as all divisions on ing personalities of screen and
Students may now have posthe three.
campus offers the teacher train- stage have appeared in States- ters made by a poster-mak is available to students, faculing program on the graduate boro in addition to some of the ing machine, which is owned j1 ty, and administration. Cost for
and under-graduate level, which nation’s leading lecturers. The by the Student Congress and posters is 25 or 35 cents per
Academics
gives the student insight into Campus Life Enrichment Pro- is located in the R. I. Williams i poster, including paper, and
depending on whether one or two
In academics, GSC oners nine all fields, allowing him, as a fu- gram attempts to be diverse In
divisions. Just this year the area ture teacher, to become con- its selection of activities each Center in the office of Mrs. colors of ink are used. PerAdyle Hudgins, director of Stu- sons interested in having posof art and music was combined scious of these fields and cap- year.
1
to form the Division of Fine able of making it all interestFor any one academic year, dent Activities. The machine ters made should contact Sandra Hartness in Mrs. Hudgins’
Arts which will be located in ing
the schedule will present a highoffice in the Williams Center.
the new and lovely Foy Fine
ly selective group, of both cultuArts Building. The Foy Buildral and entertaining programs..
ing will enhance the academic
Business
Socially, the campus explodes
offerings of this division by prowith variety and good organizaThe Division of Business at tion, Over fifty fraternal orviding a new $1,600,000 physical plant, modem equipment Georgia Southern is too formed ganizations of service and honoand a prominent and qualified within the areas of liberal arts rary constitutions exist now at
and teacher training. Majors in Georgia Southern. During the
faculty.
The other areas of the acade- economics, business education, coming year,, the formation of
mic picture are equally compre- accounting, finance, general bu- national social fraternities and
hensive in their offerings. The siness, marketing, management, sororities will' take place.
Science and Mathematics Divi- jand leading to the B.B.A. deThere is something to do each
By JANET HENRIKSEN
sion offers six fields of major gree. Business is one of the most lay and evening through the me“But God, who is rich in
study on the graduate and un- popular divisions on campus, dium of the official school so- mercy, for His great love where
dergraduate level. These offer- and rightfully so. It is here that cial calendar. Each week pre- with He loved us.”
ings and the division itself will the students move through four sents activities, new and differEph. 2:4
Question: Who would like to
leap forward with exciting pro- years of learning and training ent. It is developed primarilyi
“In this was manifested the see a building on campus nagress in the near future with the that make them intelligent can- by the students, giving them an-J love of God toward us, because med after and why?
completion of a new science didates for many professional other medium of expression.,
that God sent His only begot- 1 Gilbert Wermuth: Dr. Zach
complex. Evidence of the alrea- fields in today’s world. They
Georgia Southern College is a ten Son into the world, that Henderson. He has been here
dy qualified program existing in are permitted to choose their multi-purpose institution. It is we might live through Him.” forty years and he deserves
this division is the number of area of study with freedom. And determined to keep itself that
I John 4:9 the honor.
its graduates leaving Southern are then guided by a major way. Its cause, its purpose, is“But God commendeth His
Susie Smith: Me. I’ll probato continue study on the docto- professor throughout their four to educate Georgia students and love toward us, in that, while bly still be around to see it
rate level. These students are years with individual interest any student interested in at- we were yet sinners, Christ erected.
scattered throughout America’s for graduate and undergraduate tending one of the fastest grow- died for us.”
| Susan Sims: Gov. Maddox.
ing and deeply involved instibest institutions, including New programs.
Rom. 5:8 -Because he has contributed so
York University, University of This concept is carried out by tutions of higher learning in
I would like you to take just very much to the Georgia
this state.
Florida, University of Califor- all the divisions on campus.
a moment to think of the love school system???
The college student is a popu- of God, this far-reaching and
nia, University of Miami and Nearly fifty percent of the
Lenny Passink Jr.: B. W.
students at Georgia Southern lar face today. And thus the gracious love is for you. He
University of Georgia.
Knight.
For his unselfish deare
enrolled
in the teacher “college challenge” is being sent His perfect Son (“Who did
training program. The Division picked up with a force equally no sin, neither was guile found votion to Ga. Southern students.
of Education directs and deve- as popular. Georgia Southern- in His mouth.” — I Pet. 2:22) P.S. Are we going to have hot
Social Science
lops this program on the early College wants to and intends to- to be your substitute (“For He water this year?
elementary, elementary, junior share in this task, along with hath made Him to be sin for I Bud Merritt—Sr.: LBJ. For
The Division of Social Science and high school levels.
her sister institutions. Share in us, who knew no sin; that we j his unfaltering campaign to
and the Division of Language
Its offerings are widespread. a task of making available an might be made the righteous- [purge colleges of nineteen year
continue to combine an aca- A student interested in becomold males.
demic duet for producting some ing a teacher will find faculty exciting, purposeful program of ness of God in Him.” —IlCor.
Marty NeSmith—Soph.: J. B.
education for those who are in- 5:21).
!
of the state’s best teachers and
Scearce.
He went to Mexico.
members devoted to this inter- tent on making themselves a
It amazes me to think of the
furthering a highly dimentional- est and to his pursuit of knowRick Stevens: DPA. It’s not
“very
special
person.”
lengths to which God has gone ja who, but I’m in it.
ized liberal arts program. Both ledge.
in order that we might have a ; Dan Johnson—-Sr.: Pop. In
areas are individually being
rich and truly happy life. For I memory o f his place.
In this division the student
more fully developed each day
Christ has said, “I am come
on the graduate and undergra- Is permitted to study in his ma
Jerry Mason: General George
that they might have life, and Patton. He was a superior
duate level by chairmen and i°r area of subject matter lothat they might have it more leader during World War II.
faculty dedicated to the respon cated in the eight other divisabundantly.”
sibility that both teacher train- ions while gaining professional
It’s wonderful to know that 4
ing and liberal arts represent a knowledge in the field of eduthis life is available to everymulti-purpose offering. In social cation, psychology, testing and
one (John 3:16), for God is no
science a student has a choice measurement, child behavior,
respector of persons (Col. 3:25).
of five areas of study and six etc.
A Student Congress newslet- The secret to this life is in the
degree programs. The same is
ter has been instituted by mem- Person of Jesus Christ.
true in language.
bers of Student Congress in or“The View From Pompey’s
Teacher Training
“I am the way, the truth,
Being able to graduate with
der to inform students of acti- and the life; no man cometh Head” is slated for the Sepa degree in recreation is not
easily found in the South. Geor- Georgia Southern is extreme- vities or discussions at a past junto - the Father, but by me.” tember 29 free movie. It stars
Congress meeting, or to notify
John 14:6 j Dana Wynter, Richard Egan,
gia Southern’s Division of Heal- ly proud of its teacher training
“And this is the record, that j and Cameron Mitchell in a drath, Physical Education and Re- program. The University System students of pending Congress
activities or topics. The newscreation has had this program looks to it for providing a great letter will be published by San- [God hath given to us eternal j matic and controversial story
since 1959. And still remains number of the teachers desp- dra Hartness, communications life, and this life is in His Son. j of the deep South. The theme
He that hath the Son hath life; j is centered around a young
one of the few institutions offer- erately needed for Georgia.
coordinator,
and
is
designed
to
Each
day
inquiries
come
to
the
and he that hath not the Son lawyer’s return from the North
ing such a degree. This is in
encourage students to attend
to his family home. The revival
addition to the B.S. and B.S. in campus about the program, Student Congress meetings and of God hath not life.”
I John 5:11-12 of a childhood romance and
Education and two graduate de- its undergraduate and graduate to keep interested persons inofferings.
Do you have this life in Jesus uncovering of a racial mystery
grees.
formed on Congress activities. Christ?
support the dramatic story.
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To Be Shown

Art Can be Fun
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By JANE LIGHTCAP BROWN impressionistic oil painting by
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Many people avoid art exhibits on the assumption that
understanding art is a difficult
and unpleasant task reserved
for art majors and stuffy intellectuals. The exhibit currently
open at the Gallery of Fine
Arts in the Bank of Statesboro
Building contains art works of
sufficient scope and variety to
dispel any lingering doubts about the attractiveness of art
shows. Everyone, from firstgrader through grandparent
will surely find among the many art pieces something he can
personally enjoy.
One very challenging exhibit
is a hooked tapestry made of
wool yarns of all shapes and
textures, in subtle shades of
beige and grey, with small touches of accenting orange and
green. Tufts of threads springing from the background add
textural variety. Nearby is an

‘And I’ll stay here until I flunk out, if the place doesn’t fall in first.

Why should the
local motorbihe dealer
make all the money?
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He shouldn’t.
Not when you can
make a healthy chunk as a campus
Peugeot motorbike representative.
The mechanics are simple. Just
buy one Peugeot motorbike at our
below dealer cost of $100. This
demonstrator is for you to use—and
to sell your friends on. Then send

us their orders and start pocketing
the profits.
The selling’s easy—thanks to
Peugeot quality, reliability, and
craftsmanship. But until the day
comes when we can sell motorbikes by mail, we’ll need someone
to take the orders. You? Then
write:

Dwight Nelson, President
Continental Cycles Corporation
19550 Harper Ave., Harper Woods, Mich. 48236
Please send me, without obligation, the details on how I can become a Peugeot
motorbike campus representative.
Name_
AddressCity_

-StateContinental Cycles Corp., Sole Importers
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Vivid Colors and unusual, almost child-like shapes mark the
work of Alan Stecker, a teacher at Clark College in Atlanta.
Mr. Stecker won the 1967 Piedmont Art Festival Painting Award, and his wife, Eleanor
Dixon, who is also represented in the show, won the 1966
drawing award at the Festival.
The print “Crucifixion” by
Jim McClean is different from
the others because in it an abstract Christ-figure is mystically interwoven with the background and is not readily visible; at first, the print appears
to be only a cross without a
figure on it. Several contour
paintings are included in the
show. These are like hanging
sculptures, made from ordinary art canvas stretched over
warped, twisted wood frames.
This creation process gives a
rich depth to the finished work
and causes the subject to jump
out at the viewer. One contour
painting called “Open Court”
is constructed apparently from
six small tin cans, a boy’s Tshirt, and a lot of grey paint.
One is interested to see how
the artist creates a fascinating
object from such mundane material.
The Georgia Art Commission
has purchased representative
work from nearly all the artists in this show. The GAC’s
collection wiil become part of a
permanent exhibit designed to
tour Georgia public schools.
At the Gallery of Fine Arts,
this show will run until September 30. Edwin P. Akins, director of the Gallery, has announced that it will be open from
6:30 - 9 p.m. on weekdays and
from 2:00 - 6:00 p.m. on Sundays. All items in the exhibit
may be purchased for private
collections.

For Students Only....
REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE PRIZES

« KENAN’S

And be sure to get your
Free Copy of

SOUTHERN WEEK-END
DATEBOOK

icr=s>

5 We Invite Student Chcrge Accounts
l

PEUGEOT MOTORBIKES

Alan Tiegreen; called “Porch
Swing,” it depicts two old Negroes sitting quietly, conveying an attitude of pleasant repose.

For Your Shopping Pleasure’

Art and School Supplies - Books - Cards and
Room Decorations Behind the Bulloch County
Bank - Downtown - Statesboro
Four Co/lege Students to Serve You
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Deanna Dowdy, a senior elementary education from Reidsville is engaged to Franklin
Floyd from Jesup.
Bette Donaldson, a senior elementary education major from
Twin City, is engaged to Jerry
Wilcher, a senior elementary
education from Gibson. The
wedding is planned for December 16.
' Sherra Hambrick, a senior elementary education from At“ . . . AND YOU BETTER TURN, ‘CAUSE IF YOU GO
lanta, is engaged to David LotSTRAIGHT,
YOU WIND UP AT THE HEALTH COTTAGE!”
ti, a senior at the University
of Georgia from Warner Rob- Students recently notice the change of traffic direction on Lake Dr.
ins.
Linda Chester, an early elementary education major from
Jacksonville, Florida, is engaged to Jim Williamson, from Statesboro.

^deorge-Anne

Hazel Smith, a senior elementary education Major from
Wrightsville, is engaged to Leb.nd Hutcheson, a senior marketing major from Dublin. The
wedding is planned for March
15.

Entertainment

Vicki Hendry, a senior elementary education major from
Moultrie, is engaged to Felton
Paulette Williams, a junior
Folsom, an Industrial manage- home economics major from
ment major at Clemson. A Kite, is engaged to Edward
summer wedding is planned.
Lindsey, also from Kite.

Giant
COSMETIC
SALE

with SAVINGS UP

T

%

°65

VALUE

NOW

LIPSTICK CADDY
3&C LIPSTICK
EeCt ELEGANT OVAL COMPACT
LIQUID MAKEUP
MASCARA & PENCIL KIT
2&S. EYE SHADOW KITS
NAIL ENAMEL
100% HUMAN HAIR LASHES
&Z LIQUID EYELINER
BLUSHING FINISH
3&S MODELING KIT

FRANKLIN

REXALL

99c
53c
63c
73c
89c
69c
24c
1.27
49c
1 99c
99c

DRUGS

*8*rring BiXloch County for 89 yoon* Sbieo 1908

29 N. Main St - Statesboro, Ga

Just say 'Charge It”

■use your C & S Charge Card
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Campus Life Enrichment Serie
The Campus Life Enrichment Series for 1967-68
features seven presentations, including musical programs and drama. This year, two new types of music
have been added to the schedule of events: a piano,
cello and violin trio; and a string quartet.
The purpose of the Campus Life Enrichment Series is to bring cultural events of music, dance and drama to the college. Tickets to CLES activities are included in the student activity fee, which is paid each quarter at registration. All seats for CLES are reserved, and
tickets are available upon show of student identification cards. CLES tickets are distributed two weeks
prior to the event in the lobby of the Williams Center
and in the office of Mrs. Adyle Hudgins, director of
Student Activities. Tickets are on sale to the public four
days before the event.
The Netherlands String Quartet, composed of Nap de Klinj
(1st violin), Jaap Schroder (2nd
violin), Paul Godwin (viola),
and Carel Boomkemp (cello)
will open the 1967 CLES events
October 18 in the Recital Hall
of the Foy Fine Arts Building.
Scheduled performances include
a matinee presentation at 3:30
p.m. and at 8:15 p.m. The
quartet made its first Amster-

dam appearance in the Concertgebouw in 1952. The musicians
were engaged immediately for
the Holland Festival of that
year. A European tour was
highlighted in 1958 with appearances on BBC television in London.
North American audiences
first heard the Netherlands

\J

I

*

• <

String Quartet in 1958 when
the group played 25 concerts in
the Unived States and Canada.
During the 1959-60 season, artists returned to America for a
second time, and embarked on
a 9-week, 45 concert tour to
major American cities.
In 1962, the Quartet was awarded the Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge Medal. In the summer
of 1964, the Quartet was called to the now celebrated Colorado music festival and school
in Aspen, as artists in residence.
The Netherlands String Quartet has been rated as “the finest in Europe.” The Georgia
Southern performances will be
the first concerts given by the
Netherlands String Quartet this
season.

1

NETHERLANDS STRING QUARTET

To open CLES October 18 in Recital' Hall of Foy Building

0

Ensemble, Pianist, Play
Highlight CLES Events
The University of Georgia
Baroque Ensemble will perform
October 30 in the Recital Hall
of the Foy Fine Arts Building,
this group will be given at a
later time.

Blanca Uribe, concert pianist,
will perform in McCroan Auditorium Nov. 14. Miss Uribe attended the Kansas City Conservatory and the Vienna Academy of Music. She studied with

ROAR OF THE GREASEPAINT, SMELL
OF THE CROWD”
Musical to be shown here January 16

Wiktor Labunski and Richard
Hauser. Presently, she is on
scholarship
at
the Juillard
School of Music .
Miss Uribe, still in her early
twenties, has received critical
acclaim from three continents.
She has concertized extensively in Austria, Poland, Brazil and her native Colombia.
In the United States she has
given recitals in Kansas City,
Missouri; Princeton, New Jersey; Washington, D. C.; and
Reading, Pennsylvania. As soloist she has performed with
the Kansas City Philharmonic,
the Vienna Symphony and the
Colombian Symphony. Miss Uribe was a 1959 finalist in the
Beethoven Piano Competition,
Geneva International Competition, and a prizewinner in the
1962. In addition, she was a
prizewinner in the Chopin International Competition in Warsaw, 1965.
A highlight of the 1967 CLES
will be the Anthony NewleyLeslie Bricusse musical, “The
Roar of the Greasepaint, The
Smell of the Crowd,” which will
be presented in McCroan Auditoium Jan. 16.
The play is a simplified statement of the class war, the rich
vs. the poor, and the strong
vs. the weak. The sociological
theories which are used concerning modern man are reduced to cliches born of centuries of accepting the status
quo. Characters in the musical decide that social structure
should not be based on the idea
that life should be played by
the accepted rules.

BLANCA URIBE

Colombian Pianist to Appear November 14
“Roar of the Greasepaint” is
about a game of life. The author is on the crusade for the
little man. Edward Earle will
perform the role of “Cocky,”
an underdog who is bullied by
“Sir,” the establishment. “Sir”
will be played by large-voiced
David C. Jones. In the play,
Sir forces Cocky to play the
game his way while a chorus

of ragged urchins romp around
them. New problems, romance
and rebellion may present
themselves, but the happy ending makes audiences realize
that the solution is not what is
really sought after.
The award-winning score in, eludes familiar tunes such as
“Who Can I Turn to?”, “The
Joker,” and “Nothing Can Stop
Me Now.”

J
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To Include Seven Programs
Two Musical Groups
To Appear in March
America’s first and largest
Chamber Orchestra, the Chamber Symphony of Philadelphia,
will appear March 15 in McCroan Auditorium. The Chamber Symphony is ideal for presentation of the widest possible
variety of repertoire: 36 players, a full complement of string
woodwinds, brass and percussion. Included in the program
are masterpieces of the Baroque and Romantic periods as
well as compositions by outstanding contemporaries, including Benjamin Lees and David
Yardumians’ “Mass in English”
commission by Fordham University as part of its 125th anniversary celebration was given a Premiere Performance by
the Chamber Symphony of Philadelphia at Philharmonic Hall,
New York, March 31, 1967.
The Beaux Arts Trio of New
York is scheduled for a concert March 25 in the Recital
Hall of the Foy Building, with
matinee and evening performances. This group made its official public debut a decade ago
at the Berkshire Festival in
Tanglewood and had the distinction of performing there for
nine consecutive seasons. Freshness of approach, oneness of
ensemble playing, superb musicianship and tremendous zest
characterize the Trio’s performances. The Beaux Arts Trio
has been hailed on three continents and played close to 2,000
engagements throughout North
America, Europe, Israel, Afri-

ca and the Middle East.
While in Europe, the prizewinning ensemble recorded all
the Beethoven Trios for Phillips; this album has been released in the United States by
Mercury Records.
The Trio is composed of Menahem Pressler, an Israeli pianist. Pressler has appeared
with the New York Philharmonic, Cleveland Orchestra, Indiana Symphony and the National Symphony in Washington,
D. C. He is a professor at the
University of Indiana. Violist
for the Trio is Daniel Guilet,
who is famous in Europe and
America as soloist and chamber musician. Guilet came to
America from France in 1941,
when he organized a new Guilet
Quartet. In 1944, he was chosen as a member of the NBC
Symphony. Guilet has given concerts in major U. S. cities and
has recorded for Concert Hall,
Vox and Columbia Records.
Bernard Greenhouse, a cellist,
is the third member of the Trio.
Greenhouse studied at Jullard,
and has appeared in major cities of Europe and America.
He has recorded for Columbia,
RCA Victor, Concert Hall and
the American Recording Society. Greenhouse is a member of
the faculties of the Manhattan
School of Music and the University of Hartford.
In addition to a European
tour, the Trio will have a crosscountry tour of the United
States and Canada.

1

THE CHAMBER SYMPHONY OF PHILADELPHIA
America’s first and Largest Chamber Symphony booked for March 5

The Touring Classics Company
To Present “Phedre” April 4
The ancient tale of a woman
in love with and scorned by her
stepson will unfold on the
stage of McCroan Auditorium
April 4. The Touring Classics
Company Production of “Phedre” by Jean Racine. This familiar classic has been adapted
into a new English translation
by William Packard. When recently produced in New York,
this version won the Outer Circle Critics’ Award as the best
play of the season.
The Touring Classics Company will feature nine professional

actors from New York who will
tour U. S. colleges and universities during 1968. Campuses included on the tour are Ohio
University, Illinois State University, Arizona State University, Louisiana State University,
Texas Tech, Florida State University and University of North
Carolina.
The costumes for this production have been designed in the
romantic tradition, and will be
lavish and colorful, as well as
authentic of the historical period. The production will be fully staged and lighted.

THE TOURING CLASSICS COMPANY
production of

PKed
hy

lean Racine

New English translation hy

WILLIAM PACKARD

A powerful Grecian tragedy — romantically staged
and lavishly costumed . . . an exciting must-see for
all serious theatregoers.
“Perhaps the most civilized
great tragedy ever written."
ERIC BENTLEY

"Lovely and lyric . . . holds
one in tight attention."

THE MORNING TELEGRAM

THE BEAUX ARTS TRIO

Trio to give two performances in Foy Building March 25
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This brown-eyed freshman from Waynesboro, Ga.
who likes dancing, swimming and fast cars is
Jean Broom. Having interests that range from
writing to baton twirling, she is a pleasant addition to the campus. Jean is an Art major and
after graduation plans to work in commercial art.

Photo By Mike Ayers
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Meal Tickets At Discount
Call 764-5114
O

With Baked Potato
and Tossed Salad
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Home Ec. Majors
Hold first Meeting
The college chapter of the
American Home Economics Association entertained the former and the new freshmen home
economics majors with a Getacquainted party at the Statesboro Recreational Center Thursday, Sept. 26.
(
The purpose of the party was
to give the new freshmen an
idea of the activities planned
for the Home Economics Club

for the coming year.
Members of the faculty in
the Home Economics division
were also present to greet the
new girls. The theme of the
party was Hawaii, and the coeds were dressed in Hawaiian
styles.
The first regular meeting of
the Home Economics Club will
be held the fourth Tuesday in
October.

™(george~Artne
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Men’s Student Government
Program Initiated Here
A Men’s Student Government program was started this
quarter as a result of discussions begun spring quarter by
college officials.
Present members of the council were appointed, however,
they will later be elected by
the students.
The council will consist of
fifteen members elected from
their respective classes. Serving as the council’s advisor will
be Dean of Men, Harold 0. Maguire.
Requirements for election to
the council are: a person must
have at least an overall average of “C” and must have no
major discipline record.
The Men’s Student Government council will meet once a

BSU Slates Meeting
A Baptist Student Union general meeting will be held Sept.
25, at 7:00 p.m. in McCroan
Auditorium.
“YES, AND WE HOPE YOU’LL LAST UNTIL WINTER QUARRev. Byrd, BSU director, will
TER.” Dr. Zach S. Henderson was on hand to greet new students be the speaker for the opening
and their parents at the annual reception held Sept. 17.
meeting.

week, at a time to be announced at a later date.
A slate of officers consisting
of president, vice-president and
secretary will be elected in the
future. Anyone qualifying for a
position on this council may
run for a position when elections are held winter quarter.

First Meeting
of French Club
Set For Oct. 2
The French Club will hold its
first meeting of the year on
Monday, Oct. 2, at 7:30 p.m. in
the faculty lounge in the Williams Center.
Following election of a student president, secretary and faculty advisor, French films will
be shown in the projection
room. This will be followed by
a period devoted to conversation
and songs in French.
Similar meetings will be held
every second Monday during
the remainder of the school
year. Meetings will be held occasionally in homes of students.
Club members are not allowed
to speak English at meetings.
Those not yet proficient in
speaking French are invited to
attend the club for observation
purposes.

SGEA Begins
Year’s Activities
The Student National Education Association will hold its
first meeting Wednesday, October 3, in McCroan Auditorium
at 7:30.
A short educational film will
open the meeting, followed by
a brief statement of the purpose and activities of the organization. Refreshments in the
student lounge of the William’s
Center will conclude the meeting.
Dues may be paid Wednesday
night or in the William’s Center on Wednesday, Thursday or
Friday of next week.

Chess Club To Meet
Meetings of the college Chess
Club will be held every Tuesday from 7:30 p.m. until 11:00
p.m. in the game room in the
Williams Center.
The club is open to faculty,
students and residents of Statesboro. Everyone is requested
to bring his chess set.

i
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GSC ATHLETICS
Georgia Southern College is noted for its intercollegiate competition in athletics, primarily basketball, baseball, and gymnastics. Tennis is steadily progressing at Southern, while golf remains in the background as a minor sport.
Just as Georgia is recognized as the football power
of the South, along with Alabama, GSC is recognized
as the basketball power of the state in the collegiate
ranks. Coach J. B. Screace, Jr., who is on a leave of
absence this year, has been the Eagle head coach for
twenty campaigns. During those twenty seasons, Georgia Southern basketball teams have compiled an overall mark of 357 wills against 166 losses.

ENEMY BASERUNNER CUT DOWN AT SECOND

Eagles Lose in St. Jo;
Dobson, Stanley Sparkle

The Georgia Southern Coll- pitching season with a 8-3 re- ent team - Szotkiewicz and
ege Baseball players, who were cord as the Eagles’ most suc- Leahman Stanley, who hit a
seeking the National Crown of cessful pitcher.
home run against Occidental the Small College World Series
“I was dead tired after the the only round tripper of the
last June at St. Joseph, Mo., eighth inning but managed to tourney.
were defeated in the second hold on. The last guy I faced
“There’s no doubt in my
round of the double-elimination fouled the ball off at least se- mind - we would have gone all
Second - NAIA
tourney by Grambling College ven times,” Dobson replied. He the way if we had beaten
In 1965 the Eagles placed second in the National (La.), 6-5, and Occidental (Ca- gave up only six hits — Four Grambling. The loss just took
2-1.
coming in the ninth inning.
too much fight out of us. There’s
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) tour- lif.),
The Eagles won the first round
In the second round, Southnament and completed the season with an impressive by topping Eastern Michigan 8- ern was faced with the task of no doubt about it - we could
have won it,” O’Leary said con22-6 record. Southern basketball teams have won twen- 2, behind the tough pitching of tangling with Grambling, who ficently.
held an impressive 35-1 season
ty or more games nine times. Need we say more about Jimmy Dobson.
Although the Eagles, who pos- record. “They actually weren’t
basketball GSC style-just wait ’til December and see. ted a highly respectable 31- as good as their record indicat17 record, were eliminated in ed. They didn’t have nearly the
Midway through winter quarter you may hear the the Nationals, players and fans schedule we had,” commented
crack of bats or the shrill whistles that characterize a alike will proudly recall the sea- Dobson.
son of 1967, under the direction
The Eagles were fired up and
GSC baseball practice session. Southern’s baseball of
Coach Bill Speith:. . . there grabbed an early third inning
Eagles will be hard at work trying to accomplish what was the time Speedy Shortstop lead of 3-1. Then Southern ralthey almost won last June in St. Joseph’s, Mo.- the Ken Szotkiewicz stole home lied for two more runs in the
plate against the West Georgia top of the fifth to lead 5-1. Evnational NAIA baseball championship.
pitcher and the Eagles squeek- erything looked bright for the
Eagles until Pitcher Jim Nevin
The Eagles won the first game of the tourney and ed past them 2-1.
Coach Frank Radovi.ch has
And who will forget the sup- made two fielding errors, which been named head basketball
were the favorites to win the coveted title. Unfortuna- erb pitching staff led by Dob- cost the Eagles three runs.
replacing Coach J. B.
tley the Eagles blew a 5-1 lead over_Grambling and son; and remember when Tim Grambling rallied in the bottom College
Scearce for the Basketball Seaeventually lost to the Louisiana team 6^. GSC lost the O’Leary pitched Mercer a one- of the ninth to stun the Ea- son 1967-68, according to J. I.
hitter? And finally fans will re6-5.
Clements, Athletic director.
next game and returned home without the title. Coach call the tourneys played at Ea- gles
The loss to Grambling dropCoach Radovich, who begins
J. I. Clements and his boys went all the way in 1962 gle Field where Southern again ped the Eagles into the los- his initial season at the reigns
defeated
the
West
Ga.
Braves
ers’ bracket. In the third game of the Eagles, commented on
and brought the national championship home to Georin a best two out of three sergia Southern. The upcoming campaign may well see ies and won the right to take with Occidental, O’Leary held his players and the schedule;
them to only two runs - one run
“We have only five returnthe national championship returned to GSC-just wait their talents to St. Joseph.
scored on an outside pitch ing lettermen but this does not
In the first round against which proved hard to hold on to. mean that we will have a los’til April and see.
Eastern Michigan, the Eagles
So the Eagles returned to Sta- ing season. We are in a resailed to a 5-0 lead in the first tesboro - not winning the tour- building year and with only one
Number 1 ?
inning and added three more nament but representing their senior on the squad we will
Walk in the Hanner Gym abound 3 p.m. and you to down the Michigan team 8- school well, and placing two have to depend on the sopho2. Jimmy Dobson ended his members on the All-Tournam- mores and juniors. Also we may
may notice a few healthy looking men bouncing or flybe using a few freshmen.”
ing around the gym. Don’t be alarmed, it’s only the
Coach Radovich, who played
GSC gymnasts in the midst of a daily workout. Last
behind Wilt Chamberlain in
1961-62 at Philadelphia, stated,
season the Eagle gymnasts placed eleventh in the na“We have not even thought ation and don’t be surprised if they finish near the top
bout a starting lineup yet and
we probably will not know who
this season-if not on the top-just wait ’til January and
will start until a week or so
see.
before our opening game.”
Many coaches in colleges toTennis is on the upswing at Southern and is quickday put a lot more emphasis
ly losing its identification as a “minor sport”. Last seaBy KEN PURCELL
thern College are eligible to par- on offense than defense but
G-A Sports Writer
son the Eagle netters posted their first winning season
ticipate in flag football, with not Coach Radovich. “The way
football, the first of ma- the exception of those stud- the boys play defense will go
ever with a 12-8 mark. This .season should be even nyFlag
intramural games provided ents who have earned a letter a long way in determining who
brighter with five returning lettermen and several pro- for Georgia Southern College in varsity football at a four- will start.”
men, will begin Monday with year college or university.
mising newcomers - just wait ’til March and see.
Players who saw a lot of actan expected ten to twelve teams
Exley stated that a ten game ion last year were Elden Carcompeting
for
the
championship,
Golf ?
mtichael, Ken Szotkiewicz, Baraccording to Charles Exley, di- schedule would likely be used ry Miller, and Bob Bowman.
with
a
single
elimination
tourGolf is also an intercollegiate sport at GSC. Al- rector of intramurals. •
Szotkiewicz, who was a starter
“All football games will be nament to be held at the end last
year, reinjuried his knee
though the Eagle linksmen struggled through a losing held
on the athletic fields di-, of the season to determine the
season last year, the outlook for this year is somewhat rectly behind the Hanner Gym- j teams in each of the two lea- this week but the doctors say
j that he will be ready when the
nasium. Games will be sche gues will make up the slate of I season opens.
brighter-just wait ’til March and see'.
duled for Monday thru Thurs teams for the tourney.
These boys, a very good freshAs the year progresses you will learn more of the! day with two games on tap for Each flag football team will man
group - plus junior college
day. Game times will be consist of at least nine players, j standout David Westerfield will
athxetic department at GSC. The George-Anne sports! 4each
p.m. for the first match and the minimum number needed
staff will try to keep you informed and up to date with! 5:30 for the second,” said Ex- to play. Any number of other | give Coach. Radovich a nucleus
, to work with. Commenting on
the sports of Southern, both intercollegiate and intra- ley.
members may be placed on the j Westerfield Coach Radovich said
According
to
Exley,
“All
team
roster
to
insure
the
necmural.
“If he has any weakness at
male students at Georgia Sou- essary amount of players.
I all it is his defense.”

Radovich
Commands
GSC Cagers

Flag Footballers
Set For Action
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Rowe, Johnson Named
To GSC Coaching Staff
J. E. Rowe, former head basketball coach at Avondale High
of Atlanta, and Alan Johnson,
former head basketball coach
of St. Joseph’s of Atlanta, have
been named to the GSC coaching staff, according to J. I.
Clements, athletic director.
Rowe, a 1961 graduate of
GSC, has been appointed assistant basketball coach. While at
Southern Rowe lettered in basketball and baseball. He re-,
ceived his M.A.D. from Middle
Tennessee
State University.
Coach Rowe guided the Avondale cage teams to the state
tournaments three out %f the
five years he was there.
Asked about coaching at his
alma mater he stated, “It is
a pleasure to be back at Southern and I am looking forward to the coming season. I
feel that we have a fine coaching staff and it will be a real
pleasure working with Coach
Radovich.”
Alan Johnson, who will serve
as head freshman coach, comes
to Southern after a somewhat
successful season at St. Joeeph’s High of Atlanta. Though,
his team posted a 9-12 mark,
this was the best season in the
history of the school. Prior- t-n
his stint in Atlanta, Johnson

coached three years in the Army.
Johnson, a graduate of Georgia and a basketball letterman
while there, stated, “I feel it
is going to be a real challenge coaching here.” When
questioned about his players he
replied that “we have some
good shooters and ball handlers
but we don’t have very much
height. This will hurt us on the
boards but the boys have a
real good attitude and we should
have a good year.”

To Visit College
j The U. S. Air Force Officer Selection Team from Jacksonville, Fla. will visit the college October 4 and 5, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Williams
'Center. The Air Force Officer
Qualifying Test will be given
Oct. 5.

Offered To LaFayette Seniors
twice the number of semester
ever, was lower.
“The liberalization of attendance regulations for seniors
was made for several reasons,” Dean Cole said. “Seniors presumably don’t need the
prod of required attendance to
do their work the way freshmen and sophomores do. Many
seniors have had to take cuts
in the past in order to graduate school and employment
interviews.”

Dogs, ‘Bama Expected
To Battle for SEC Title
By MIKE CLARK
G-A Sports Writer
Way down South in the land
of cotton there is . a football
conference that many consider
to be the toughest in the nation. The conference is composed of the REALLY BIG TEN
which are Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, LSU, Mississippi, Mississippi State, Kentucky, Auburn, and Vanderbilt.
Out of these ten, five are ranked in the Top Twenty and three
in the Top Ten by various polls.
The elite three are Georgia,
Alabama, and Tennessee.
Looking at the Southeastern
Conference race, Alabama and
Georgia once again should battle it out for the title. Their
toughest challenge will come
from Tennessee and Mississippi. The “darkhorse” should
be either Florida or Louisiana
State. Auburn, Mississippi State
Vanderbilt and Kentucky are
considered as the weak teams
in the conference.
Kenny ‘The Snake” Stabler is back on the good side of
Coach Paul “Bear” Bryant and
if he stays healthy, Alabama
may find itself in a bowl come
New Year’s Day. The Tide has
gone to a bowl for the last
seven years. Stabler, who will
be bidding for All-American honors, is the most accurate
passer in the history of the
SEC.
The big question that faces
Coach Bryant is whether the
Tide can mold together an offensive line to protect Stabler
and open holes for the runners.
Only senior guard Bruce Stephens returns but he has already
been picked to contend for AllSEC honors. Dennis Homan has
been moved to splitend to replace All-American Ray Perkins.
About 150 miles northeast of
Georgia Southern there lies the

campus of the Georgia Bulldogs
at Athens. Georgia used to be
known mostly for its fraternities but all this has changed
in the last three years. Now,
football is the King and the
reason behind this is a man by
the name of Vince Dooley.
Since he took over record of
23-8-1, and was named Coach
of the Year in the SEC last
year. The Bulldogs, who shared the SEC title with ’Bama a
year ago, ended the season
with a victory in the Cotton
Bowl.
Georgia
has
a crunching
ground game that looks similar to that of the Green Bay
Packers. Heading the talent laden backfield is Kent Lawrence
a 9.5 speedster, who broke up
the Cotton Bowl game the first
time he got the ball. Powerful
Ron Jenkins returns at fullback
where he finished as the second
leading rusher in the SEC in
1963. Kirby Moore pilots the
team and is considered as the
quickest quarterback in the conference. Moore can run as well
ci.d he was Georgia’s . second
leading ground gainer last season
Georgia should go unbeaten
with their toughest competition
Houston
in
the Astrodome,
Georgia Tech in Atlanta and
Clemson at Clemson.
The Rebels from Ole 'Miss
will bear watching. Coach John
Vaught’s Rebs lost only two
games in 1966 before losing to
Texas in the Bluebonnet Bowl.
This may be the year for the
Rebels to bring another title
back to Oxford. Their first two
games in October should indicate the Rebs strength as they
play host to Alabama and
Georgia on successive weekends.
Tennessee, last year’s Gator
Bowl Champs, will field anoth-
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Air Force Team

System of Unlimited Absences
Easton, Pa. (IP) — A change
in the regulations concerning
class attendance will allow all
Lafayette College seniors in
good academic standing to
have unlimited absences, according to Dr. Charles C. Cole
Jr., dean of the college.
Prior to the change in the
regulations, all Lafayette students except those on the Dean’s
List, were allowed to be absent from class no more than
six times each semester or
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er powerhouse. Though they lost
their opening game to UCLA,
the Volunteers are not about to
give up.
With such illustrious backs as
Dewey “Swamp Rat” Warren,
who threw 18 TD passes last
year and Richmond Flowers,
hoping to be a 1968 Olympic
hurdler, the remaining nine
teams they face will be in for
trouble.
The last of this year’s big
five is Florida. The Gators, who
buried Georgia Tech in the
Orange Bowl, are without Hisman Trophy winner Steve Spur-;
rier, but explosive halfback Lar-!
ry Smith, returns. Smith won I
the Sophomore-of-the-Year aw-!
ard in 1966 and his record
breaking performance in the
Orange Bowl should make Gator followers take their minds
off of Spurrier. Florida’s schedule is a rough one, but Coach
Ray Graves has his team ready.
If LSU’s players can keep
from getting injured this year,
then they could become contenders for the number one
spot. They face the toughest
schedule of any of the SEC
teams. Florida, Miami, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama, with the latter three coming on consecutive Saturdays.
The key to the championship
lies with two games in Birmingham, one in Jackson and one
in Memphis. If Alabama wins
the title they will have to beat
Birmingham. If Georgia is to
take the crown, the Bulldogs
will have to stop Mississippi in
Jackson, and that will be a
big chore especially playing on
their home field.
When the bowls teams are
selected at the end of the season the SEC will be well represented again this year.

COACHES ROWE (r.), AND JOHNSON

Contest Revived

The George-Anne is reviving
the athletic contest that will
appear on the back page of
each issue, according to Elaine
Thomas, George-Anne editor
Attention, students of
Georgia Southern College.
Are you self-confident
when you walk from your
dorms to the dining hall?
Do you aimlessly walk
past the swirling water
which makes our grass,
shrubbery
and
trees
green? Beware of the
sprinklers. They will get
you.

The contest, which was
discontinued last year, will feajture a football contest Fall quarter, a basketball contest winiter quarter and a baseball coni test spring quarter. The contest will be composed of college teams as well as the professional teams who will play
each other the Saturday or Sunday following the Friday edition of the George-Anne.
Rules for the contest will be
stated on the back page along
with the entry blank. Any student may submit no more than
two entries.

DUIVKEL
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
I IV D E X
EXPLANATION — The Dunkal system provides a continuous Index to the
Mlstlvo strength of oil teams. It reflects average scoring margin combined with
•veraga opposition rating, weighted in favor of recent performance. Example:
a 50.0 team has been 10 scoring points stronger, per game, than a 40.0 team
•gainst opposition of Identical strength. Originated In 1729 by Dick Dunkel.

GAMES OF WEEK ENDING OCT. 1, 1967
Higher
Rating Team

Rating
Dlff.

Opposing
Team

MAJOR GAMES
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
BrlgYoung* 89.4.. (20) W.Michigen 69.8
Houston* 116.8
(40) W’keForest 76.9
Miami,Fla* 84.8
(9) Penn St 86.1
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
Alabama 106.T
(28) So.Mlsi 78.6
Arlz.St 82.8
(2) Wisconsin* 80.5
Arkansas* 93.4_
(14) Tulsa 78.9
Army 91.S_
.(25) BostonCol* 65.9
Bowl’gGr’n 82.0.
(6) Dayton* 75.7
ditadel 89.3
(2) Maine* 57.6
Colgate 88.5
(17) Columbia* 51.8
Cornell* 67.5
(11) Bucknell 58.2
Dartmouth 77.8
(13) Mass.U* 65.2
Duke* 89.6
(6) S.Carolina 83.2
E.Carolina 73.0
(23) Davidson* 49.9
Florida 102.6
(22) Miss.St* 80.7
FloridaSt* 100.B_. (9) N.C.State 91.6
Georgia 106.8
(15) Clemson* 91.3
Ga.Tech* 93.9
(19) T.C.U. 74.9
Harvard* 74.5
(27) Lafayette 47.9
HolyCross 68.0
(5) Yale* 62.7
Idaho 62.3
(16) Idaho St 46.5
Illinois* 91.4
(19) Pittsb'gh 72.3
Indiana* 80.1
(1) Kansas 78.9
Iowa St* 87.5
(7) N.Mexico 60.0
L.S.U.* 93.0
(0) Tex.A&M 92.8
Memphis* 96,2
(26) Cincinnati 70.1
Miami,O* 80.8
(16) Xavier 64.5
Michigan 94.6
(9) Calif’nia* 85.3
Mis’sippi 29.4
(13) Kentucky* 79.3
Missouri 96.6
(1) N’westem* 95.2
Nebraska* 94.1
(9) Minnesota 85.0
N.Texas St* 88.9_ (6) Louisville 80 5
{NotreDame 123.0 (22) Purdue* 101.4
Ohio St* 86.7
(5) Arizona 81.8
Ohio U* 73.9
(4) Kent St 69.9
Oklahoma* 90.0
(10) Maryland 80.4
Oregon 83.1
(3) Utah* 80.5
Oregon St 90.7
(0) Iowa* 81.2
Penn* 53.9
(1) Lehigh 53.0
Princeton* 72.9
(12) Rutgers 61.2
R.Island 56.7
(6) Brown* 50.8
'Rice* 90.4
(3) Navy 87.1
So.Calif 104.6
(4) Mich.St* 100.1
Stanford* 87.6
(20) San Jose 67.3

Syracuse* 96.4
(18) W.Virginia
Tennessee* 100.6
(9) Auburn
Texas* 102.4
(4) Tex.Tech
Toledo 72.2
(18) Marshall*
Tulane 79.0
(2) N.Carolina*
U.
Utah St84.0
(11) N.Mex.St*
Vand'bilt* 76.8 (11) Wm & Mary
Villanova 63.9
(9) Delaware*
Virginia* 82.0
(4) Buffalo
Va.Tech 89.8
(12) Kansas St*
V.
Wash'gton 91.3
(7) AirForce*
W.
Wichita St* 69.3
(6) Drake
Wyoming* 104.3
(27) Colo.St

81.2
91.1
98.6
54.0
76.9
72.9
66.1
55.0
77.9
77.8
83.8
63.7
76.9

OTHER SOUTHERN

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Eastern Ky* 70.2
(13) Aus.Peay 58.8
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
Ark.A&M* 52.5
(3) Miss.CoU 49.3
Ark.St 75.7
(18) TennTech* 58.0
Arlington 73.9
(21) E.Tex.St* 53.2
Austin 41.1
_(1) Henderson* 39.8
Chat’nooga 66.2
(0) Mid.Tenn* 66.2
Em.Henry 46.5
(6) Catawba* 40.1
Grambling* 58.4
(6) Prairie V 52.9
H-Sydney 38.2
(6) Sewanee* 32.6
Jax.Ala 60.0
__ (9) C-Newman* 50.6
LamarTech* 69.7
(10) S’east La 59.9
Len.Rhyne* 50.9
(11) Newberry 39.5
La.Tech 66.6
(17) McNeese* 49.6
Maryville* 30.2
(16) MarsHill 13.9
Millsaps* 36.9
(4) Georget’n 32.6
Morehead 68.4
(22) Murray* 46.6
N’west La* 73.0
(2) N’east La 70.6
Presbyt’n* 58.2
(16) Wofford 40.4
R-Macon 43.1
(16) Wash-Lee* 36.9
Samford* 54.0
(22) La.Coll 32.2
S.Houston 67.2
(29) Tarleton* 38.3
Shepherd* 14.0
(6) Frostburg 7.7
S’western 36.4
(3) Centre* 33.0
S’west La* 63.8
(13) Pensacola 50.3
S.W.Tex.St* 66.5.
(8) Sul Ross 58.1
S.F.Austin 64.9
(7) Delta St* 58.1
Tenn.St 78.4
(29) Tex.So’n* 49.4
Texas A&I* 65.1
(8) Trinity 57.3
W.Carolina 52.7
(14) Guilford* 38.2
Western Ky* 67.7_(10) E.Tenn.St 57.8
• Hom« Team

NATIONAL LEADERS

Notra Dama —123.0 Tennessee
100.61 Michigan _94.6, Army
-91.3
Houston
116.8 Florida St -100.5 j Oklahoma St 94..4; Clemson
_91.3
Georgia
106.8 Michigan St _100-1 {Nebraska
—94 .1} Washington _ 91.3
Alabama
108.7 Texas Tech
98.6{Georgia Tech .. 93 .9 Auburn — — -91.1
S.Califomia —104.6 Colorado
97.71 Arkansas
93 .4! Oregon St _ ... 90.7
U.C.L.A.
104.5 Missouri
,_.90.4
96.6[Louisiana St _93. OjRice
Wyoming
104.3 Syracuse
96.4 Texas A&M
.8(Oklahoma _ ... 90.0
.. 89.8
Florida
102.8 Memphis St „96.2 Mississippi .
.4) Va.Tech
Texas
102.4 Northwestern -95.2 N.C. State .
.. 89.6
.6, Duke
Purdua
101.4 Miami,Fla
94.8 Illinois
1.4 Bvig'mYoung _89.4
Copyright 1967 by Dunkel Sports Research St ce
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VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
1967-68
Dec. 2 — Northwestern Louisiana State

Statesboro

Dec. 7 — Kentucky State

Jefferson City, Tenn.

Dec. 8 — Athens

Jefferson City, Tenn.

Dec. 9 — Carson-Newman

Jefferson City, Tenn.

Dec. 16 — Lenoir Rhyne

Statesboro

Dec. 28 — Earlham

Statesboro

Dec. 30 — High Point

Statesboro

Jan. 5 ■ — Oglethorpe

Atlanta

Jan. 6 - — Tennessee Wesleyan

Athens, Tenn.

Jan. 10 — Mercer

Statesboro

Jan. 13 — Wilmington

Statesboro

Jan. 15 -— Stetson

DeLand, Fla.

Jan. 18 —— Valdosta State

Statesboro

Jan. 20 —— Carson-Newman

Statesboro

Jan. 23 —— Mercer

Macon

Jan. 27 —— Guilford (Homecoming)

Statesboro

Feb. 3 — Atlantic Christian
Feb. 5 — Valdosta State

Statesboro

Feb. 8 — Stetson
Feb. 10 - Samford

Statesboro

Valdosta
Statesboro

Feb. 12 - - Oglethorpe
Feb. 15 - - Phillips “66” Oilers (Exhibition)
Feb. 17 — Tennessee Wesleyan
Feb. 19 - • Atlantic Christian
Feb. 20 - ■ Wilmington
Feb. 27 - Southwestern Louisiana

Statesboro
Statesboro
Statesboro
Wilson, N. C.

Wilmington, N. C.
Statesboro

WIA to Sponsor
Roundup Monday
By LINDA JORDON
G-A Sports Writer
The Women’s Intramural Association will sponsor an Intramurals Round-Up Monday
Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. in the W. S.
Hanner Gymnasium according
to Miss Janet Henriksen, cochairman of the WIA.
“The purpose of the roundup,” said Miss Henriksen, “is
to arouse more interest and
create more spirit in the program this year. “It’s really a
get-acquainted party and we
invite any girls who are interested in participating in the
women’s intramural program,”
she added.
The main objectives of the
WIA, as stated in a recent intramurals meeting by Charles
M. Exley, intramurals director,
“is to give the students an opportunity to make new friends,
develop new and useful skills,
engage in healthful exercise,
and release some of their nervous energy through team spirit and wholesome conpetition.”
The tentative schedule of activities for the WIA this year
is: fall quarter: speedball and
volleyball; winter quarter: basketball and badminton, and
bowling; spring quarter: softball, tennis, and ping pong.
Six teams will compete in the
program this year. The teams
and their captains and co-captains are: Mustangs, Cheryl
i Pence and Claudia Wallev:

Coach J. I. Clements requests that all boys in- terested in trying out for

1

the varsity baseball team

Panthers, Linda Souter and Marie Driggars; Pythons, Hannah 1 should report directly beThompson and Gail Junot; Termites, Faye Powers; Tigers, *| hind the Hanner Gymnas.
it
Ginny Sutto nand Sally Knowllum Monday at 3 p.m.
ton and Yellow Jackets, Gale
Williams and Dorothy Plum-

JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL
1967-68 SCHEDULE
Nov. 29 — South Georgia (There)

8:00

Dec. 2 — Citadel Frosh (Here)

6:00

Jan. 10 — Mercer (Here)

8:00

Jan. 18 — Georgia Southwestern (Here)

8:00

Jan. 20 — Norman Park (Here)

6:00

Jan. 22 — South Georgia Tech. (There)

8:00

Jan. 23 — Mercer Frosb (There)

6:00

Jan. 26 — Abraham Baldwin College (There)

The Oxford Shop
University Plaza
Georgia Avenue
Statesboro, Georgia

.L

Burton's Shoes

Statesboro, Georgia

7Mn*

SUsoo 1006

29 N. Main St - ftd—boro, Ga

Just say ‘Charge It"
f* -uoo your C A S Charge Card

The College Pharmacy
Statesboro, Georgia

8:00

Jan. 29 — Citadel Frosh (There)

6:00

Jan. 30 — Brunswick College (There)

8:00

Feb. 1 — Georgia Southwestern (There)

8:00

Feb. 8 — Brunswick College (Here)

6:00

Feb. 10 — South Georgia Tech (Here)

6:00

Feb. 12 — South Georgia (Here)

6:00

Feb. 15 — Abraham Baldwin College (Here)

6:00

Feb. 17 — Southern Tech (Here)

6:00

Complete this form and return to any of the following merchants
Town & Campus Pharmacy
University Plaza
Donaldson - Ramsey
FRANKLIN
DRUGS
RECALL

6:00

Jan. 16 — Gordon Military (There)

In This Day and Time You Can't Afford Not to Have A
C & S Charge Account.

'SMTin« ftUl*eh Couitfy fer 90

H

Store For Men
Statesboro, Georgia

Southeastern Sporting Goods,
Inc.
Statesboro, Georgia

College Pure Oil
University Plaza
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First Annual Freshman Games
Are Considered Huge Success
The first annual Freshman
Games were held on Sat., Sept.
23. According to Coordinator
Schyler Reynolds, “The Freshmen thoroughly enjoyed them.”
“The purpose of these activities are to bring the Freshman Class together in order
that they can make friends and
more important,” he continued,
“to help them relax and just
have fun. I think these games
were very successful.”

division: Sanford Hall defeated
Cone Hall 21-12 in volleyball;
in softball, Cone found revenge
and won 5-3 over Sanford; in
football, Morgan Hall defeated
Cone 6-0; with Morgan winning
the championship game, 6-0 over Sanford; in tug-of-war, Cone
outpulled Sanford Hall.
In the Women’s Division,
Deal Hall was stronger than
Veazey in the Tug-of-war, and
Lewis Hall outpulled Anderson
Hall.

Some of the activities were Championship volleyball game:
volleyball,
softball,
football, Veazey Hall defeated Cooper
and tug-of-war. In the Men’s 21-19.
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GSC Seniors

Social Activity Calendar
Friday, Sept. 29 — Free Movie - “View from Pompey’s
Head” - McCroan Auditorium.
Saturday, Sept. 30 — Delta Sigma Pi dance.
Tuesday, Oct. 3 — Alpha Rho Tau Pledge Reception, Foy
Building.
dFriday, Oct. 6 — Free movie “Les Miserables” - McCroan,
Saturday, Oct. 7 — Kappa Delta Chi Dance.
National Teacher Examinations, McCroan.
Tuesday, Oct. 10 — “An Evening with Henry Morgan” McCroan Auditorium.
Alpha Rho Tau Rush
Tutoring (Math), Herty.
Wednesday, Oct. 11 — United Campus Ministry - Film “La Strada” - Williams Center.
Thursday, Oct. 12 — Tutoring (Math), Herty.
Friday, Oct. 13 — Westminister Fellowship Retreat.
Free Movie - “The Prize” - McCroan.

Brand Offers Help
In Language Study

Student Teach
By FRANCIS BARCLAY
Staff Writer
A total of ninety-five Georgia
Southern students are doing
student teaching this quarter.
Twenty-two of these are student teaching in Bulloch County, and twenty-three in Chatham County schools. The midquarter seminar will be held
Oct. 26 and 27 for secondary
majors and Oct. 30 and 31 for
elementary majors. The final
seminar will be Dec. 11 for seondary and Dec. 12 for elecmentary student teachers.
Dr. Martha Toole Cain, associate professor of Chemistry,
will coordinate secondary seminars for fall quarter, and
Mr. John R. Nunnally, instructor in education, will coordi,nate
elementary
seminars.

Local Jeweler Exhibits
China Figure Display

By DR. ROBERT F. BRAND will be continued as long as
Associate Professor of English school is in session. Classes are
Special classes in Beginners’' for both faculty and students.
French and Italian will be ofThere will be no assignments.'
fered by Dr. Robert F. Brand, I A recording for Italian and anoassociate professor of French. ther for French will be used
: All classes will be conducted along with accompanying manin Dr. Brand’s office, Room 11 uals. Purchase of the learning
in the Music Building from aids, Italian Through Pictures
4:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through and French Through Pictures,
Friday, starting Oct. 1.
is optional.
The French classes will be
These classes are tuition
held Monday, Wednesday and
REFLECTOR EDITOR
Gordon Turner, editor of the annual, checks applications for Friday; the Italian classes on free for anyone who is interestTuesday and Thursday. They ed.
Staff members.

Smith Jewelers in Statesboro
has been appointed the first jeweler in the United States to
present a special exhibit of
Royal Doulton China. The factory which produces this world
famous china has been in operation in England for two centuries.
The complete collection containing over 150 pieces of exquisite china figures will be displayed October 8 from 2:30 to
5:30 at Smith’s. Students and
faculty are cordially invited to
attend.

University Plaza - one-half block from the campus
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WELCOME
Georgia Southern Students

Fill in Application that appears in this issue on opposite
side of page and mail or
bring to “The Oxford Shop”
University Plaza

Yes we have our welcome mat out for you at "The Oxford Shop" — We invite you to come in anytime and brouse around. See for your self why everyone likes to shop at "The Oxford Shop," One

j

of the finest Shops in Georgia—
NEW! Open your own Student Account with our new C & S Charge plan—You can wear the finish
traditional Clothes and pay a small amount each month — Come in and ask for details.
THE OXFORD SHOP
—University Plaza—

j

Adress or

FOOTBALL CONTEST

Pick the Winners
Win $10.00 Cash!

Dormitory of Student.
Cl. / & State
Name

Circle all the winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the winners the person

naming the most winners will receive $5.00 in cash from The George - Anne. In case contestant tie the prize money is equally divided.
1. In each ad on this page you will find two college teams scheduled to compete this week.
Check the teams you think will win. Tie games count against you unless indicated.
2. Mail or bring your entry to The George-Anne office Ideated in the Frank I. Williams
Center not later than 2 p.m. Friday. Letters must be postmarked before this time.
. •V

3. Members of The George-Anne staff are not eligible to win.
4. Members of Faculty, Administration, are Eligible.
5. Only TWO ENTRIES per person.

The Stafesboro

STATESBORO

Telephone Co.

Buggy & Wagon Co,

“serving Statesboro and Bulloch County”

“Complete Line of Hardware”

9 South Main St.

Statesboro

Alabama vs.—South Miiss.

1 Courtland St.

764-3214

UCLA vs.—Wash. St.

Army vs.—Boston College

Medical Center

Pharmacy
OPPOSITE HOSPITAL
Hours: Mon. - Sat., 9 -9—Sun. 2-7
Georgia vs.—Clemson

The Singer Co.
Your Singer Service Center For:
Typewriters & Musical Entertainment

Sea Island Bank
and it’s

SOUTHSIDE BRANCH
Just Uff the GSC Campus
Holy Cross vs.—Yale

Harvard vs.—Lafayette

J oh n son's M inif M art

Hear College Football

“When You Run Out of Something Run
Out to the Mini't Mart”
“Open 8 Days A Week”—-FAIR ROAD

LSU vs.—Tex A&M

Pyrofax Gas Corp.
Bottle - Bulk
6 E. Vine St.

764-2700

Notre Dame vs.—Purdue

7\ J. Morris
WHOLESALE FOOD DISTRIBUTORS
I. G. A.
Franchise for South East Georgia

Ga. Tech vs.—T.C.U.

"service with a smile"

WWNS Radio
EVERY SATURDAY!
Rockwell Manufacturing Corporation

Bulloch County Bank

Nebraska vs.—Minnesota

Rice vs.—Navy

Music Box
“if it’s Musical, WE HAVE IT!”
27 W. Main St.—Statesboro, Ga.
Ph. 764-3613
Texas vs.—Tex. Tech

Four Points
Service Station
Tires
Tubes

Wash
Polish

ATLANTIC

Road Service Accessories

Ph. 4-21 53

Lubrication

S. Main St.

Miss. vs.—Kentucky

SUPPORT THE

City Dairy Co.

Football Contest

Grade A Dairy Products

ADVERTISERS

Pasteurized Homogenized Vitamin D Milk
Oregon vs.—Vtah
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